
English

Our English lessons will link to History this term as we 
explore Ancient Egypt by covering a variety of writing 
genres, including stories, diaries, instructional writing and 
nonchronological reports. On top of all this, we will be 
reading  and exploring stories linked to fairy tales and 
putting our own twist on them!

History
English and History are entwined this 

term as we focus on Ancient Egypt. We 
will discover where and when the 

Egyptians appeared, their achievements 
in art and writing and investigating who 
the Pharaohs were. To top it all off, the 
children will enjoy an afternoon tasting 

and sampling all manner of Ancient 
Egyptian foods! Parents beware, the 
Ancient Egyptians loved their garlic!

Times Tables
Time Tables are crucial to all 
of our Maths topics. Please 
keep practising at home to 
consolidate what you have 

learnt in class. I recommend 
the following fun websites. 

https://ttrockstars.com/login
https://mathsframe.co.uk

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/m
aths-game/hit-the-button. 

Maths
The children last half term worked extremely hard on their 3, 4, and 

8 time tables. 
This summer, we will look at money and time.  Linking to History,  we 
will look at perimeter, length and Geometry as The Ancient Egyptians 

knew a thing or two about perimeter!    

Science
Our Science this term is all 

about plants. We will explore
the role of roots and stems in 

nutrition and support, leaves for 
nutrition and flowers for 

reproduction. Interestingly, the 
Ancient Egyptians loved flowers 

,especially roses and daisies, 
using them the flowers for 
religious ceremonies and as 
decorations and perfumes.

.  

Welcome back everyone!
I hope everyone had a super 
Easter break and is ready for 
a fun filled, action –packed 
term. We have an exciting 
start to our term because 
Year 3 are going back in time 
for a day to Ancient Egypt!
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Class 3
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PE
PE will take place every Tuesday 

afternoon. Please arrive at 
school in your PE kit. This term 

the children will be given an  
opportunity to develop their 
skills in tennis and rounders . 

The lessons will progress to  mini 
competitions

Art
In Art, we will be looking at 
an Egyptian Artist who will 
inspire us to create our own 

traditional head dresses.   

Computing
This term, we will 

continue to build on our 
knowledge from last 

term and link it to this 
terms topic. By focusing 

on touch typing and 
manipulating fonts and 
images, children will 

produce a document on 
Ancient Egypt.

Music 
We are extremely lucky in Year 3 because Mr 
Fitton (Lancashire Music Service ) delivers our 
lessons! We will learn different songs and have 

the opportunity to play lots of different 
instruments focusing on keeping a pulse and how 

this differs to a rhythm.

RE
Our topic is ‘’Exploring the sadness and joy of 

Easter”. We explore if the incidents of  
Easter Sunday were the end of Jesus’ story 

or the beginning of something new for 
Christians? 

Class Routines and Handy 
• Homework will be given on Friday and is due the following Friday. 

• Please support your child by reading together every night and signing their 
Reading Record. The children will be responsible for changing their reading 

books as and when required.
• If you have written a message in the Home School Diary, please ask your child 

to hand it in.
• PE will take place every Tuesday, whatever the weather, so don’t forget your 

joggers!
Useful websites that will support and extend learning this term are:

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zvwytrd
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z9bbkqt

https://spellingframe.co.uk
https://readingeggs.co.uk

Class Novel 
Our class novel is Charlotte’s 

Web by E.B. White. The writer 
explains the importance of 
true friendship through the 
characters in the story. The 
story is about a girl called 

Fern who saves a piglet called 
Wilber.    

Geography
In Geography, we will be 
studying the River Nile 

and why it was 
important to the 

Ancient Egyptians.  
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